Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 20

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across

1. a structure for crossing over water
4. one who decides the winner of a trial or contest
7. castle
8. threads or strings that hang from the edge of cloth
13. The mail carrier left a ___ on the porch.
15. My newborn sister rides in a baby ___.
18. a long, narrow chain of hills
19. a quick look
20. I haven't seen you ___ last April.
25. be in charge of
27. become aware of
28. to do over and over in order to learn
29. very high quality

Down

2. harm
3. one time
5. to move to music
6. one’s carrying cases
8. Sheep are covered with it.
9. to hit the ground and rise again
10. scent
11. Their ___ began with a wedding.
12. two times
14. ordinary
16. the length of time something or someone has existed
17. a strip for covering a wound
21. coins
22. possibility
23. Send Jonah an e-mail ___.
24. a raised platform
26. a place for doing desk work at a business